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Are you stressed out by the daily routine of city life? So all you require is to relaxing weekend to
refuel your batteries. Weekend getaways are designed for people who donâ€™t have time for long
vacations but want to take break from busy city life. These getaways should be planned keeping in
mind that it should not be elaborate and expensive. In last few years a lot of places near to all these
metro cities have become quite popular as best weekend destinations.

Weekend getaways Delhi puts in full efforts to bring the avid traveler weekend getaways within a
short distance from Delhi. One can choose the tour destination accordingly like short tours, one
night trips, adventure destinations, wildlife hotel packages, religious tours, picnic spots and much
more. The hotels and resort packages offered by weekend getaways Delhi are made  keeping in
mind the budget and luxury traveler. Delhi offers excellent opportunity for short tours, trips and
getaway destination as it has hill stations, heritage hotels, and wildlife destinations all within few
hundred kilometers of the area.

Planning your holiday with weekend getaway Delhi is easy and hassle free, the proverbial piece of
cake. Our well trained staff is very excited about offbeat destinations and getaway offered here as
almost all of them involve low impact tourism and we are particularly concerned about the health of
Indiaâ€™s hills. Many of these hill stations near Delhi became getaway destinations only because of the
enterprising spirit of mountain lover who built a cottage on the edge of a cliff. Opt for destinations
like hill stations, wildlife parks and sanctuaries or small quaint towns and many more.

Weekend getaways from Delhi will take you to places like Taj Mahal Agra, Fatehpur sikri, Nanital,
Shimla, Jammu, Darjeeling, Jaipur and Udaipur. There are even more and numerous off beat
delightful and fascinating destinations to visit near Delhi which draws the special attention of urban
tired soul. There are numerous wonder weekend getaways Delhi packages offering breathtaking
options to discover the places worth a visit in the northern part of India in very short time.

So are you bitten by travel bug and planning to spend a long weekend with friends  and families
than pick a suitable weekend getaway Delhi as per your interest so that you can get revitalized  and
get back energetically on work. Because vacation is the only way to refresh yourself.
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Selina Taylor - About Author:

Author is an associate editor for a delhi tours. Get all possible information about a Weekend
getaway Delhi and Travel in Delhi. Get discounted deals available on India Rajasthan Travel
Packages and Delhi Travel Packages at MakeMyTrip.
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